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THE GEOGRAPHY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
A STUDY FOR TEACHERS 

H. W. FAIRBANKS 

WHAT Do WE MEAN BY TEE TERM “SOUTHERN CALIFORXIA”? 
Southern California offers a remarkably interesting and instructive 

study in geography partly because of the great variety of surfaces, 
climates and productions found in a limited area, and partly because 
it illustrates clearly how an energetic people can in a very short time 
transform a naturally barren and desert-like region into a land of fruits 
and flowers. 

California is divided by mountains and desert into a number of 
distinct regions or provinces. The desert province sends a long arm 
westerly almost to the ocean dividing the state into two parts. The 
smaller part, lying to the south, and separated from the desert by a 
system of lofty mountains, is known as Southern California. 

WHY Is IT THAT THE RAPID DEVELOPMENT OF THIS REGION HAS BEEN 
or  RECENT ORIQTN? 

California came into prominence in 1848, not because it was 
thought to be a pleasant place in which to live or that i t  had any 
particular advantages for farming and fruit growing, but solely as a 
result of the discovery of gold. Southern California was but little 
affected by the gold discoveries for it was remote from the Diggings 
and its valleys had such a dry appearance that it was discouraging 
to the would-be farmers. The region is naturally isolated; to the east 
lies the once dreaded Colorado Desert; to the north and northeast is 
the Mohave Desert; to the northwest, forming a barrier between the 
desert and the ocean, is a belt of very rough brush-covered mountains 
difficult to traverse. 

The region is still more isolated because of the San Gabriel-San 
Bernardino mountain wall on the north and northeast, while the Penin- 
sula range beginning with Mt. San Jacinto and extending south into 
Lower California forms a barrier between the coastal slope and the 

Berkeley, California 
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Colorado Desert. It is easy to understand from the above facts why 
Southern California, in spite of its many advantages, made slow 
progress until the railroads came. 

Fromrc 1. Map of Imperial Valley (formerly &!orado Desert) 

ITow CAN WE ACCOUNT FOR THE FACT THAT THE POPULATION Is VERY 
UNEQUALLY DISTRIBUTED? 

Water for irrigation was the first thing the prospective settler 
sought. The coastal slope of Southern California is drained by many 
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streams. Of t.hese only the Ventura, the San Gabriel and the Santa 
Ana can be termed rivers. The early missions, towns and ranch build- 
ings were located near the streams from which the water needed to 
irrigate the gardens could be easily diverted in ditches. With the later 
drilling of wells and the building of large irrigation systems the popula- 
tion became more evenly distributed over the valley lands. 

A large part of the surface is mountainous. All that region lying 
north of the Ventura River valley, excepting the Ojai valley and the 
Santa Barbara coastal plain, is extremely mountainous. These moun- 
tains are so steep and brush-covered that they have little value even 
for grazing purposes, and altho they contain some minerals, must 
always remain almost uninhabited. 

FIQURE 2. Looking across the tops of the peaks and ridge of the San Gabriel Range 

The San Gabriel range (Sierra Madre) is a mass of steep, lofty 
mountain ridges (Fig. 2) exhibiting little agricultural Iand. In this 
range rise the Tejunga (head of the Los Angeles River), the San Gabriel 
and San Antonio rivers the waters of which are necessary to the orange 
groves of the Los Angeles valley. The San Gabriel range contains 
few minerals and will remain in most parts uninhabited save for 
wandering stock-men and summer campers. 

The San Bernardino range is, in many respects, just the opposite 
of the San Gabriel. It contains many lofty valleys and gently sloping 
ridges which are heavily forested. But the valleys are so high and coId 
that their most useful service is in conserving water supplies, althc 
they also furnish a range for cattle and summer camp grounds. 
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The Peninsula range forks as it extends north from Lower Califor- 
nia. The eastern part overlooking the Colorado Desert terminates in 
San Jacinto Peak which is 10,805 feet high. The western branch 
which is known as the Santa Ana range sinks to form the Whittier 
Hills and rises again northward in the 1-erdugo JIountains. 

The Peninsula range, with its different spurs, contains innumerable 
uplands used chiefly for grazing but now devoted also to grain and fruit. 

The Colorado Desert occupies the eastern part of Southern Califor- 
nia. This desert reiiiained entirely unsettled until the introduction 
of n-ater in 1902. This once di*eadcd waste is becoii;ing :L rich and 
well-settled region. 
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quite and a great variety of cacti (Fig. 3.). A native palm grows 
about the springs on the borders of the Colorado desert. Forests of 
yuccas cover portions of the Mohave Desert. Occasionally there are 
years when the spring rains give rise, during a few weeks, to a carpet 
of beautiful flowers. 

Is ALL THE REGION AS DRY AS ONE WOULD SUPPOSE FROM A JOURNEY 
THRU THE VALLEYS? 

The presence of forests on the mountains above 5,000 feet and the 
torrential streams issuing from them in the spring, tell us that the 
precipitation is much greater in these highlands than in the lowlands. 
In  reality thirty to forty inches of rain and snow fall upon the moun- 
tains while only ten to fifteen inches fall in the valleys. Thus the 
mountains make possible the presence of forests in an otherwise dry 
land and afford a water supply without which Southern California 
must always have remained sparsely settled (Fig. 4.). 

How CAN WE ACCOLTNT FOR THE DRY CLIMATE OF THE GREATER PART 
OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA? 

The region lies in the warm temperate belt where, during a part of 
the year, westerly winds prevail. These winds bring the cyclonic 
disturbances to which most of the rains are due. These storms 
decrease in number and intensity toward the south and, in the summer, 
are usually lacking except for thunderstorms in the mountains. In 
summer the horse latitude belt moves northward over Southern Cali- 
fornia so that we would naturally expect little or no rain during this 
season. 

WHY Do WE CALL SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA THE “AMERICAN 
MEDITERRANEAN”? 

Southern California lies in the same latitude as the real Mediterran- 
ean region which is also characterized by winter rains and summer 
drought. As we should expect the products of the two regions are 
much alike. Owing, however, to an adjacent belt of cold water the 
California coast climate differs from the real Mediterranean in being 
cool and foggy. 

WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF THE MEDITER- 
RANEAN CLIMATE? 

The apparent disadvantage of the Mediterranean climate is the 
lack of rain in summer when the need of moisture is greatest. To 
grow successfully most crops and fruits irrigation must be employed. 
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FIQURE 4. Scene in the San Gabriel Range showing Spanish Bayonet in 
bloom and a Big Cone Spruce 

This is a comparatively siiiiple matter where streailis are convenient 
but when near-by streams also dry up and many iniles of canal have 
to be built the labor and expense are great. 
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If rains fell abundantly during the warm Mediterranean sunmers 
everything would grow so luxuriantly that little exertion would be 
necessary. Since excrtion tends toward greater cfficiency irrigation 
plays a beneficial part in the dcvclopment of peoplcs. When depend- 
ence is placed upon chance rains there is often a partial or complete 
failure of crops. Where irrigat’on is practiced the farmer can be 
certain of abundant returns if he does his work well. 

W ~ Y  Is IT THAT SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EXHIBITS SUCH VARIATIOXS 
FROM ITS TYPICAL MEDITEILRANELV CLIMATE THAT FRUITS OF 

ALAIOST ALL REGIOXS THRIVE THERE? 
The immediate coast is cven tempcrcd and foggy in summer. In 

this climate beans, bects, and other vcgetables thrive. Thc farther 
inland we go the grcAter becoiries the range in tempcrature between 
day and night, winter and summer. The serni-tropic Mcditcrranean 
fruits do best upon the slopes of the interior vdeys which are not 
exposed to ocean winds. 

The Peninsula range so conipletely cuts off the ocean wind that the 
Coachella and Inipcrial valleys (Colorado Dcscrt) at its eastern base 
are extremcly hot and dry. The heat is great enough for tropical fruits 
during thc sumnier but the dry air and occasional winter frosts are 
unfavorable to most of them. 

Large arms of Southern California arc so high that thcy havc a 
cold winter climate. In such places apples and othcr temperate fruits 
thrive. The summits of the highest peaks reach above the timber 
line and havc an arctic climrrtc. 

IIow HAVE EAEETHQUAICES AIDED IX MAKIKG POSSIBLE A DENSE 

Long ago there were no high mountains in what is now known as 
Southein California. ‘l’hc low mountains and broad vallcys charac- 
teristic of the Mohave Desert region strctchcd unbroken eouth- 
wcstcrly across the present lofty mountains to thc ocean. The topog- 
raphy of a largc rcgion about Riverside closely rcscrnbles that of the 
prcscnt Mohave Desert. 

Esrthquakes 
accornpanicd the breaking of thc earth’s crust and the mountain 
ranges of today began to appear. If we can judge from carthquakcs 
experienced since tho first settlers came, thc movements havc con- 
tinued down to the present time. 

The greatest fracturc dong which niovclnents have taken place 
is thc San Andreas rift which crosscs diagonally from thc north basc of 

POPULATIOX IN SOUTH HI^^ CALIFOR~~L~? 

Finally there came a time of mountain making. 
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the San Gabriel range to the southern base of the San Bernardino 
range. The last great earthquake in Southern California took place 
on this rift in 1858. Earthquakes have occurred on the San Jaeinto 
rift passing near the town of that name and in Imperial Valley but 
none along that wonderful rift which gave rise t o  the Temeeula-Elsi- 
nore Valley. -When the mountain wall upon the south of this valley 
was lifted it dammed the San Jacinto River and thus fornied Lake 
Elsinore. 

With the gradual appearance of high mountains the rainfall 
increased until the conditions existing today were reached. If all the 
water falling on these mountains was conserved there would be enough 
to irrigate all the fertile valley lands. 

WHY Is IT TIIAT ALTHO THE SAN GABRIEL RANGE Is VERY PICTCRESQUE 
THE SAN BERNARDINO RANGE POSSESSES FAR GREATER 

ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE? 

The San Gabriel range is made up of steep ridges between which 
are deep V-shaped cayons. There is little land level enough for cultiva- 
tion and the forests are limited in extent. The rainwater runs off so 
quickly that the springs are few and small, and the streams very low 
in summer. 

The San Bernardino range, like the Sierra Nevada, contains numer- 
ous upland valleys, meadows and forests, so that the rain and snow 
water linger and give rise to many springs and permanent streams. 
'The San Bernardino range is higher than the San Gabriel and this 
adds somewhat to the precipitation, but the great difference between 
the two ranges is that the latter is much older. The ancient rolling 
surface of the Mohave Desert is still in large measure preserved in 
the San Bernardino range while in the San Gabriel it has been destroyed 
by erosion. 

The two main peaks of the San Bernardino range rise to a great 
height, Mt. San Hernardino being 10,666 feet and San Gorgonio 
11,485 feet. In a broad basin on the north slope of the latter there 
once existed a large glacier, while other smaller glaciers nestled in 
hollows on the north side of the ridge connecting the two peaks. The 
glaciers piled huge masses of rock and gravel at their lower ends. 
The gravels act as reservoirs for the snow water and afford wonderful 
living springs which unite to form the Santa Ana River. For this 
reason the Santa h a  carries the largest pernianent water supply of 
any Southern California river. 
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WHAT CAS WE LEARN FROM THE BED OF SALT, S o w  OVERFLOWED 
BY THE SALTON SEA, ABOUT THE STORY OF THE COLORADO 

DESERT? 
Until 1902 the Colorado Desert was a waterless waste. In that year 

a canal bringing water from the Colorado River was completed and 
soon green fields began to appear. In  1905 the river, during the June 
high water stage, broke thru the headgates of the canal, and flowing 
down an ancient channel known as New River formed a lake in the 
lowest part of the desert. It was not until 1906 that the water was 
again under control. By that time a lake thirty miles long and fifteen 
miles wide had been formed. 

FIGURE 5. Beach of the Ancient Salton Sce at foot of San Jacinto Mountains 

In  the lowest part of this basin, 287 feet below sea level, there 
existed prior to the formation of the lake a glittering bed of d t  with 
important salt works on its northern margin. This salt deposit was 
the remains of a great lake once covering a large part of the desert. 
The shore lines of this ancient lake are still to be seen along the bases 
of the surrounding mountains (Fig. 5.). 

Long ago the region of this lake formed the head of the Gulf of 
California. The Colorado River, the mouth of which was once near 
Yuma, carried down to the gulf such vast quantities of silt that solid 
land was finally formed across it. The body of salt water cut off at the 
northern end of the gulf occasionally received additions as the river 
changed its channels over the delta but. finally dried up leaving the 
bed of white salt. 
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WHY Is IT THAT NOTWITHSTANDING THE GREAT SUMMER HEAT OF 
COACHELLA AND IMPERIAL VALLEYS THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE 

HAVE Now MADE THEIR HOMES IN TEEM? 
The vast desert delta, like Egypt and Mesopotamia, possesses the 

richest of soils, lacking only water to turn it into a garden. Farmers 
are being attracted from all parts of the country by the wonderful 
possibilities of the region. Spring comes so early that vegetables can 
be marketed in advance of those from any other part of the country. 
After the early vegetables comes the cantelope crop also in advance 
of other localities and hence assured of a good market. Cotton which 
requires a long hot season has now become one of the most important 
crops. Dates are also grown to perfection, especially in Coachella 
valley where the soil and climate are perfectly adapted to making this 
a great industry. 
How Is IT TEAT A REGION NATURALLY So DRY AND ISOLATED AS WAS 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA HAS BECOME So RICH AND 
PROGPEROUS? 

Hundreds of miles of canals have been dug, huge reservoirs, such 
as Bear M e  in the San Bernardino Mountains have been built. 
The Los Angeles acqueduct, the most remarkable water system in t he  
world, brings water from the Sierra Nevada Mountains 240 miles 
away. This acqueduct takes a river of water from a region where there 
was little use for it and makes possible the development of intensive 
culture over hundreds of square miles otherwise without water. 
Innumerable wells have been sunk in the deep gravels forming the 
long gentle slopes at the bases of the mountains. These gravel deposits 
take in the winter flood waters like a sponge and hold them for the 
summer needs of the farmer. 

Another essential factor in the growth of Southern California is 
the railroads. A railroad east thru the San Gorgonio Pass, two north- 
east thru the Cajon Pass, one north thru the San Fernando Pass 
tunnel, and one northwest thru the Chatsworth tunnel lead to markets 
in all parts of our country. 

The improvement of the shallow water harbor of San Pedro by 
dredging and the building of a long breakwater, has added an impor- 
tant seaport, making the region more accessible by water. The good 
natural harbor of San Diego is now connected directly with the East 
by a railroad across the Peninsula range. 

The remarkable growth of Southern California during the last 
twenty-five years is due as much to the character of the people as to 
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anything. With settlers unable to overcome the obstacles placed there 
by nature the country might have remained in a condition much like 
that of Mexico. 

IN How FAR ARE THE LTFE AND DEVELOPMENT OF EACH ~ A L I T Y  

DEPENDENT UPON ITS PARTICULAR ENVIRONMENT? 

Since the moist lowlands along the streams are more frosty than 
the higher s l o p  they are not well suited to citrus fruits. There we 
find alfalfa fields, dairying, sugar beets, corn and other vegetables. 
The vast bean fields for which Southern California is so noted are 
found near the coast where the air is damp and foggy. 

Between the valley lowlands and the steep mountains are the long 
gentle slopes so well adapted because of soil, drainage, and climate, 
to the growing of oranges, lemons, figs, olives, and grapes. In this 
almost frostless belt are miles of orchards. The scenery is attractive, 
the climate healthful and the heat of summer is modified by the 
“high fog” which floats in from the ocean. The fruit belt supporte 
most of the towns and cities and exhibits the most intensive culture. 

Those interior valleys which are a little too high and frosty for 
oranges are usually devoted to grain and temperate fruits altho cattle 
raising continues to be the leading industry in the less progressive 
districts. The lower brush-covered canyon slopes support such shrubs 
as the white sage noted for the quality of the honey made from ita 
bloesoms. In such localities far from the’ common routes of travel we 
find bee ranches each with its hundreds of hives. 

The Ssn Bernardino range contains the most important foresb 
of Southern California and extensive lumbering operations have beeu 
camed on there. Cattle and sheep are pastured over much of the 
mountain area. Since the establishment of the National Forests 
mountain grazing has been much reatricted, because of the necessity 
of carefully preserving the natural growth which helps to keep the 
rainwater from running off as fast as it otherwise would. 

M i n e d ,  especially gold, are found to some extent in the mountains 
east of Ssn Diego and north of Los Angels. Beautiful tourmaliies 
and other gems are mined in several places. The lower hills about the 
borders of the Loa Angel- valley and along the Ventura River valley 
contain vast deposits of petroleum. These fuels have contributed 
materially to the recent industrial development of Southern California. 
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WHAT CONDITIONS DETERMINED THE POSITION OF THE FIRST SETTLE- 
MENTS IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA? 

The fact that the region was reached and explored from the sea 
resulted in the first settlements being made near the coast. The first 
thing taken into account in choosing sites for missions, presidios, and 
ranch buildings, was water. The second thing was the question of 
land suitable for cultivation. The water must be easily accessible 
and permanent. Without water for irrigation the necessary food sup- 
plies could not be grown. 
WHY DID SAN DIEGO, THO FOUNDED FIRST AND POSSESSING THE 

BEST HARBOR, REMAIN A SMALL AND UNIMPORTANT PUCE 
FOR MANY YEARS? 

San Diego possesses the best harbor, with the exception of San 
Francisco, to be found upon the coast of California. For this reason 
one, not knowing its environment, would have expected it to grow 
rapidly and become the metropolis of the South. The city has suffered 
seriously from its position. It not only lies off the main line of travel t o  
the Pacific Coast but, until 1919, could be reached by railroad only 
by way of Los Angeles. The rugged Peninsula range blocked the 
building of a road eastward to Yuma for many years. Such a road 
has at last been completed and the city now has direct communication 
with the East. 

Besides being difficult of access the region around San Diego was 
very dry and desertrlike. “AMesas’J come down to the ocean and these 
are intersected by valleys. The valley lands could be easily irrigated 
but the mesas could not be settled until costly irrigation systems had 
been built. 

Thru the conquering of many natural obstacles San Diego has now 
all the advantages that could be desired. Railroads make connection 
with the East and North. The comniodious harbor can be entered by 
the largest sea-going boats. There is an abundance of water, and 
perhaps best of all, the climate healthful and agreeable both winter 
and summer. 
WHY HAS Los ANCELES, THO SITUATED SIXTEEN MILES FROM THE 

OCEAN AND WITHOUT APPARENT ADVANTAGES EXCEPT WATER 

THE PACIFIC COAST? 
Los Angeles was founded by an expedition from San Diego. The 

location chosen was upon the northern border of a broad plain where a 
stream of living water broke thru a line of hills. The Los Angeles 

AND FERTILE LAND, BECOME THE LARGEST ClTY ON 
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River rises in springs in the lower end of the San Fernando Valley, the 
water coming from the San Gabriel Mountains thru the underground 
channel of the Tejunga River. 

The relative position of the surrounding mountains and valleys 
has been, perhaps, the most important factor in the growth of the city 
of Los Angeles. These features are so placed that whichever way one 
wishes to t .rvel acrosa this region he naturally goes by Los Angela. 
The city is really one of the best examples of a cross-roads influence 
to be found in our country. Large and highly cultivated valleys on 
the northwest, south, and east, are tributary to  the city. The city 
is the natural terininus for railroads as i t  was in the early days for 
wagon roads. It is a natural transfer point for peoples and commodi- 
ties. 

Being situated sixteen miles from the shallow little harbor of San 
Pedro the growth of the city was for many years little influenced by 
the ocean. In  fact ocean travel W&EI for a time diverted from San 
Pedro to Santa Monica and Redondo where piers were built out into 
the open water. Now a good artificial harbor has been created at 
San Pedro and the city hm been annexed by Los Angeles. Important 
shipbuilding and other manufacturing plants have grown up at San 
Pedro. 

Last but not least of the factors concerned in the growth of Los 
Angela is its climate and attractive environment. Owing to its posi- 
tion midway between the hot interior and the cool coast it  rarely 
suffers from extremes of heat or cold. The delightful winter climate 
and the many picturesque suburbs attract t.housands of visitors 
yearly. 
How Do THE VALLEYS, SLOPES, AND MOUXTAIN PASSES, FAVOR THE 

GROWTH OF OTHER CITIES? 
San Bernardino lies in a broad rich valley at the foot of mountains 

of the same name and near the entrance to the Cajon Pass. 
Pasadena owes its renown to  its agreeable climate and beautiful 

position at the foot of the San Gabriel range. 
Redlands and Riverside lie in the heart of the orange district where 

water can be easily obtained from the Santa h a  River. 
The string of cities along the coast from Long Beach westerly owe 

their beginnings and present importance, largely to  the attractiveness 
of .their beaches aa summer resorts. 

Santa Barbara occupies a picturesque position upon an open 
roadsted at the foot of the Santa Ynez range. The coast lowlands 
broaden out here to form an extensive fertile plain. 
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